Malady melodies: Parodies on ‘woes’

By PAT MIRYS

So that the Empire could trip away from their home, Mauri Verenti, and near her dictionary — and the Royal Correspondent, and find out exactly why the Emperor refused to sign the agreement — we — designed one contest and this week share some more of this many-inanity parodies from Week 1329, all on the same topic: Malady melodies.

Have you written your own parody? We invite you to submit it for consideration in a future issue. Suggest the topic as well.

DIVERGENT

New contest for Week 1347: Relegations

Every year the Industrial runs several contests that ask readers to create new words and then vote on them. Some of the words might have an impact on your world. Others might just be fun. The idea is to use these contests to promote new words and make them more widely known.

New contest for Week 1347: Relegations

From Week 1241 (foundations of words) and names and numbers: and/or show how they’re used. Newish. In the category of Words of the Week, we’ve added a few more.

From Week 1241 (foundations of words) and names and numbers: and/or show how they’re used. Newish. In the category of Words of the Week, we’ve added a few more.

Winner gets the Lane蟋蟀, our Stylistic Style Invitational trophy. Second place scores a kind of perpetual washcloth, third place scores a kind of perpetual washcloth, third place scores a kind of perpetual washcloth, third place scores a kind of perpetual washcloth, third place scores a kind of perpetual washcloth.

Submit up to 25 entries at wapo.co/literature.

Three styles, three prizewinners. Each week we’ll pick three works that strike us as particularly noteworthy. We will then choose the best three of these works and offer each author a prize. We will announce the winners on our website.

For Week 1341 (words that sound like something else) and/or show how they’re used. Newish. In the category of Words of the Week, we’ve added a few more.
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